Summary: I present a software system PCRCLNG that facilitates the design of endonuclease restriction sites into the 5 -end of PCR primers. The product amplified using these primers can be directly cloned into vectors. The program estimates the annealing temperature for each primer and selects the primer pairs with comparable annealing temperature. Finally the software determines whether the PCR product can be cloned into the vector to generate in-frame gene fusion. Availability: PCRCLNG is available for non-commercial users free of charge as a set of executables and source codes upon request from the author. Contact: jianghui.hou@ed.ac.uk
There are a variety of methods to clone the products amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Some commercial kits take advantage of the feature that certain thermostable polymerases such as Taq add a single adenosine (A) to the 3 -end of PCR products by providing vectors that contain a 3 -terminal thymidine (T ) overhang at the insertion sites. After ligation, the product can therefore be transferred to other vectors by digesting with restriction enzymes (Mezei and Stort, 1994) . A simpler approach is to incorporate restriction sites into the 5 -end of the primers, allowing direct digestion of the PCR product (Ausubel, 1995) . However, a serious concern arises over this approach. A substantial number of nucleotides at the 5 -terminal of the primer strand do not match the target sequence and form an overhang. In practice, one has to lower the annealing temperature (15-20 • C) in the first few cycles of PCR amplification for the primer to bind to its template. The annealing temperature is estimated following the formula (Sambrook and Russell, 2000) .
T m = 81.5 + 16.6 log(Na molarity) + 41(GC%) − 500/ (primer length) − number o f mismatch%
Reducing annealing temperature frequently results in nonspecific amplification or failure to harvest the correct product (Figure 1a and 
and the threshold (>50% matches) is reached, we say P occurs with a valid shift s in T or P occurs beginning at position s + 1 in T . The naive stringmatching procedure finds all valid shifts using a loop that checks the condition for each of the n − m + 1 possible values of s (Cormen, 1990) . The program shortlists the sequence P with valid shifts and its position s + 1. If more than one valid shift is found, the one with the least mismatch precedes the others. Calculate: After the user has chosen the restriction sequence and its position (Sambrook and Russell, 2000) . The program estimates the annealing temperature for each of the possible values of v according to Equation (1). The program shortlists the primers that have the annealing temperature within the range the user specified. Merge (for the purpose of constructing protein fusion): The program determines the PCR product sequence amplified using the primer pairs it designed and assembles this sequence to the vector. It then counts the number of nucleotides between the stopping codon of the first gene (e.g. the gene on vector) and the starting codon of the second gene (e.g. the gene amplified by PCR). If it can be divided exactly by 3, the two genes are in the same frame.
This software package achieves automation of primer selection and estimation of its annealing temperature. Compared to the simple creation of restriction sites on primers suggested by Ausubel (1995) , the software dramatically reduces the mismatch (to 1 in 40) between the primer and template and increases the specificity of amplification (Figure 1c) . The additional feature of linking two nucleotide sequences to form in-frame gene fusion greatly enhances the efficiency of gene engineering. Using PCRCLNG, I have cloned the epithelial sodium channel β subunit and assembled it into the pEGFP vector (Clontech, US) to form a chimera protein (Hou et al., 2002) .
